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About This Game

The world is covered in fog. Most who enter the fog disappear, and those who survive
say it brings their nightmares to life.

No-one knows where it came from, but they all have ideas. Some say it's an experiment gone wrong, others believe it's divine
judgement. And you? All you know is that the Sun is rumoured to shine just over the horizon.

You are The Engineer. You have designed the perfect system: a train, sealed off from the fog, ready to rescue survivors and take
them to salvation.

If only they'd listen...

Fear Equation is a turn-based strategy with rogue-like elements where you must take control of a modified freight train in an
end-of-the-world scenario. The landscape has been overrun by a thick, deadly fog that manifests the nightmares of those inside

it. Your survival depends on tactical planning and careful resource management.
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As the Engineer, you'll need to rescue survivors, analyse their dreams and build defenses to protect them from their own
imaginations. Complicating matters, passengers have their own theories as to how the fog was created and will form inter-

carriage factions based on their beliefs.

Every game is unique and you can customise your Engineer to dramatically change how the game is played.

Your passengers bring their nightmares with them. When the fog attacks, it will make their worst fears come alive. Read your
passengers’ dream logs to help prepare defenses.

The train needs resources and there's only one way to get them: send your passengers back out into the fog. Listen to radio
broadcasts for hints and equip your scavengers well. But don’t stay too long because they’ll disappear into the fog.

Passengers will group into four factions based on where they think the fog came from. Different factions are associated with
different nightmares, skills and concerns. You’ll need to maximise their talents, handle their disputes and meet their needs.

Create your own Engineer with special modifiers - both good and bad - that determine your individual train's starting conditions,
overall difficulty and the different courses the game can take. Personalise your Engineer further by importing photos of yourself

(or others) for use with your character.

Populate your train with passengers of your own design using the custom passenger creator. Name, vital statistics, occupation,
factional tendencies and influence can all be modified. As with Engineer customisation, you can import photos from outside the

game to give each passenger a life of their own.

Explore a richly detailed 3D cabin and interact with computers, train controls, maps and consoles. All interaction points feature
an in-game manual so you’ll never get lost.

With squabbling passengers, limited resources and wandering foes including the cult-like "Fearless" and powerful military, the
fog might be the least of your concerns...

About Screwfly Studios
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We're a two-man developer based in Australia, dedicated to creating deep, innovative strategy games for PC. Fear Equation is
Screwfly's third title; its previous games Zafehouse: Diaries and Deadnaut are also available on Steam.
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ehh... really cool premise. But the travel times are b o r i n g.
I like the missions. The nightmares are neat... and they keep adding more... but I get bored with the game quickly because of the
travel times to each destination. The missions are the best part... they are just to far apart.
I am not sure if I recommend the game or not... but I lean towards "yes"...

or maybe "no"

I am just not sure.

They keep adding stuff, which is great. So I will keep playing it. Maybe they will add more stuff to do while you travel to your
next mission. I hope. That is my only complaint, really.. So I ran into a few runtime bugs:
- Train didn't always stop at the town I designated
- Tab speed mode in scavenge mission hung my session so I couldn't get out of the mission even though all my crew had
returned

But all in all, I kinda liked it. It's certainly a game for people who like resource management games. I only beat it once, saving
only 6 people and killing about 16 on the way in various ways.

But for $10, yeah... would carve a path through death fog with small army of total strangers again 7.5 \/ 10. The game has about
5 different manuals, but you still don't have all the necessary information. Pull a wrong lever by accident and you lose 12
people. Incredibly infuriating game. Not to mention passengers complaining as soon as they get on board. The game won't let
you send supplies to their carriage until the next day, so there's literally nothing you can do if they decide to get in an empty
carriage. Building defenses also doesn't do any bloody good. "The carriage was completely defenseless." my♥♥♥♥♥♥ I had
you build and complete 3 defenses for that specific enemy.. It seems to be complicated at first in terms of many manuals, but
after a couple of hours, it's rather repeating to do the same things: get up to assign orders and work, scavenge, set destination,
call it a day and then get up bla bla. Let me explain why that is.

It lacks stories and that is the biggest issue making it repeating. Yes it has a clear main story: you're the engineer in charge of
train and your main goal is to get as many survivors as possible to escape from the fog and reach the final destination. But the
problem is the journey to that final revelation. Honestly I don't mind going through same game phases such as lottery, orders,
work, and guard but it's a pain to do them in a dull way as the game moves on. Basically there is no story-based events like side
quests, hazards, or accidents when going through all of the game phases. You just set where you wanna go and manage the
resourses, inculding passengers, fuel tanks, food supplies, etc. Don't get me wrong. I love micromanaging but not in a boring
way. So what I do is to make sure my passengers that I assign to scavenge stay alive when they are searching that area. Also
build defense against the fog attacks at the last game phase. That's it, that's the main part of the game. If you're a fan of strategy
board games, you might enjoy reading intriguing narritives on your quest cards. In this game, nothing; only random fog attacks
and dispute of passengers with no stories or narritives.

It's not a bad game though, but definetly need to put depth in it. Give it a try, but do it on sale since it's not worth $15.. So I ran
into a few runtime bugs:
- Train didn't always stop at the town I designated
- Tab speed mode in scavenge mission hung my session so I couldn't get out of the mission even though all my crew had
returned

But all in all, I kinda liked it. It's certainly a game for people who like resource management games. I only beat it once, saving
only 6 people and killing about 16 on the way in various ways.

But for $10, yeah... would carve a path through death fog with small army of total strangers again 7.5 \/ 10. Orignal
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masterpiece!. After seeing a YouTube playthough this game got my interest. Dispute not working the best on my current PC I
have enjoyed my time with the game so far.
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Just mind that the first game is Tutorial game and that session is unsaveable . Developer please let us save our first game.. Hey
there!

So I am digging it so far, the aesthetic and the general atmosphere are good. I normally play more graphic intensive games, but I
really love the effort that has been made here.

Digging into the carriages, their politics and so on has been fun. There is a lot of potential to lose yourself in micro management.
I better be careful.

Also, I love the idea, the sentient fog, the dystopian survivor ideal. All things I can dig my teeth into.
I would say the game is not super scary, but is great at building tension and atmosphere.

I recommend this game to anyone that likes to get into a bit of management. Stuff like screwflies earlier release Zafehouse..
Fear Equation is a micro-managment turn based game. You are a conductor on a train that is one of the only sanctuaries of a fog
that's covered the city. This fog is dangerous, and manifests itself into the nightmares people have. Your job is to get as many
people out in your train as possible. The premise is simple, but while playing you will discover there are a LOT of moving parts.
There's a lot to read, learn, and keep track of. Each passenger you pick up has their own opinions about you, their fellow
passengers, and even the fog. Keeping them docile is important. You have to make sure they don't hate you or they will revolt.
Also make sure they don't like you too much, or they will kill everyone who hates you. Outside the train is just as dangerous.
There is the military that will shoot anything that moves and the fearless, who believe they are allies to the fog. You encounter
these when you send passengers out for supplies.

As difficult as the game might sound, there is a lot of options for customizing your train ride out of the fog. You can mix and
match different perks that help or hurt you, and you can make custom passengers with their own skills. As an added bonus, you
can hook Twitch chat up to the game and make the viewers passengers on the train.

So together, it's a really fun game although difficult at first. There is a lot of options to make it easier if you want as well.. In
charge of desperate, scared folk who do not see the big picture when it comes to the risk you make them take. Surrounded by a
fog that literally manipulates reality; summoning the most nightmarish of imagery from the darkest corners of our minds.
A gun toting military thats off the rails and a group of psychos who believe they are the meek meant to inherent the earth.
And all of this you're going to play chicken with while pushing the throttle to its fullest, heading for a sunrise you can only see in
your mind.

Well...Ozzy wasn't kidding it seems.. The game is fun but the bug and glitch make this game hard to beat.
If they fix the bug, i would recommend it.
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